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IN TOPOLOGICAL FREE MONOIDS (*)
by Wit FORYS O
Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract. - In a free monoid endowed with the finite group topology we consider an equality set
of morphisms and prove thaï it is nowhere dense.
Résumé. — Dans un monoide libre muni de la topologie de groupes finis nous considérons
l'ensemble d'égalité de morphismes et nous démontrons qu'il est dense nulle part.

I. INTRODUCTION

Morphisms of free monoids and their equality sets constitute a classical
topic within formai language theory. Being directly connected with Post
correspondence problem and some décision problems in the theory of L
Systems they have been of great interest to language theoretists. Also frorn
the mathematical point of view equality sets, as sets of solutions of morphic
équations in free monoids, are well motivated objects for research.
We consider a free monoid A* endowed with the finite group topology. This
topology was introduced by M. Hall Jr in 1950 [2] and then Ch. Reutenauer
extended this notion to the case of free monoids [4]. The aim of this paper is
to establish a topological property of an equality set of morphisms defined
on free monoids endowed with the finite group topology. The resuit is that
it is a nowhere dense subset of A*, This implies the nowhere density of a set
of fixed points of a morphism.

(*) Received July 1989, revised March 1990.
(^ Institute of Computer Science, Jagiellonian University, Kopernika 27, 31-501 Krakow,
Poland.
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1 IPRELÏMINABtïËS

Now we bfiefly recall définitions* notations and the main properties of
iiitroduced notions that are üsed thröüghout this paper, För the more detailêd
description of these notions the reader is referred to [1* % 3].
Let A be any set, fmite/or not, and let A* dénotes â free monoid generated
by A. Let J be a set and let ^r = (fi)ieI be a family of rftappings
f il X-*(Yi9 x£) where (Yi9 tt) is a topological space for any ieL The initial
topology on X defined by the family SF is the coarsests topölögy such that
each ft is à continuöus mappiüg. The base for this topology is formed by
finite intersections of subsets/j" 1 (PJ where för any iel Pi is an open set of
DÉFINITION 1: The fïilite group töpology on A* is the initial töpölogy
defiried by the class óf all monoid morphisms ƒ ; A* -^G where G is a fini te
discrete gröüp.
Sîmilarly^ we define a p-àdic topology on A*.

2: Let p be a prime number. The /7-adic topology on A* is the
initial topology defined by the class of all monoid morphisms ƒ : A* -> G
where G is a finite discrete p-groxxp.
In what föllows we shall dénote by x the finite group topology ànd by xp
the ^-àdic topology of a free monoid A*>
The following facts are true för the defined above topologies [2, 3],
DÉFINITION

Fact 1; A free monoid A* endowed with the topology T (tP) is a Hausdörff
space and a topological monoid (multiplication continuöus).
Fact 2: Ëvery mórphism ƒ ; A* -> B* between two free monoids is continuöus with respect tö T(T^).
Fact 3; För any
lim wn!= 1 in x,

lim wp"=\
h

in xpi

-*• QO

Nöw we recall the notiön of an equality set.
DÉFINITION

3: Let h: Â* -+B* and g: A* -+Ê* be ariy two morphisms.

A set
is called an equality set of morphisms g and h.
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For the sake of çompletness we recalL
4: A subset X of any topological space is nowhere dense if
^ 0 where the bar dénotes a topological closure of a set X.

DÉFINITION

3. RESULT

In this section we prove that any equality set which is a proper subset of
A* is nowhere dense. First we state some properties of an equality set.
LEMMA 1: Let A* be a f ree monoid endowed with the finite group topology x
(p-adic topology xp). Any equality set Eq(g, h) is closed.

The standard proof using the fact that A* is a Hausdorff space and the
equality Eq(g, h)~{g, h)~l (A) where A-{(w, w): weA*} is omitted.
Notice that taking into account the result of Lemma 1 to obtain nowhere
density of Eq(g, h) it is enough to prove that intEq(gs h) — 0.
2: For any equality set Eq (g, h) it holds:
V ifu €Eq(g, h) then w€Eq(g, h) for ueA*.
2° ifu9 uveEqig, h) then i;eEq(g, h) for u, veA*,
LEMMA
p

Proof: For the proof of 1° notice that up e Eq (g, h) implies that
h(u)p — g(u)p. Because the word w — h(u)p = g(u)p admits a unique factorization as a product of letters of A it follows that h(ü) and g(u) have the same
length and finally h(u)^g(u).
The second implication is justified by the observation that direçtly from
the assumptions we have h (u) h(v)==g (u) g (v) what in view of the equality
h(u)-g(u) and from the unique factorization property of A* gives as the
result vGEq(g, h).
Now we are ready to formulate the following.
Let A* be a free monoid endowed with the finite group topology
T (p-adic topology xp) and g : A* -+ B* and h: A* -* B* be any, but different,
morphisms. An equality set Eq(g, h) is a nowhere dense subset of A*.
THEOREM:

Proof; The proof is given for x, but for xp is simüar. We have to show
that for an equality set Eq(g, h) the condition intÊq(g, h)-0 is true. But
in view of Lemma 1 it is enough to prove that intEq(g, h)-0. Let us
assume for the çontrary that intEq(g, h) ™ A*\(A*\Eq
(g, h)) is non-empty.
Thus there exists we A* such that weL and there is no séquence of éléments
from ^4*\Eq(g, h) which convergences to w. Let uçA* be such a word that
w£Eq(g, h). It is clear by Lemma 2 that wn!£Eq(g, h) for any neN.
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Now unfw converges (in x) to w if n -» oo. Thus we(,4*\Eq(g-, h)) what
créâtes a contradiction. Finally we obtain the equality int Eq (g, h) = 0 what
finishes the proof.
Remark 1: The reciprocal statement to the Theorem is not true. Let us
consider for example a set P={ap:P is a prime number}. Of course
P = a*\
U (apq)*. Each set (#p<ï)* is open as an inverse image of an open
P,q

> 2

set {O} under a continuous morphism ƒ ; a* -> Z/(/?#)Z defined by h(a)= 1.
Hence P is closed [4], In the same manner as above one can show that P is
nowhere dense. It is clear that there are no morphisms g and h such that
Eq(g,h) = P.
Remark 2; Actually even nowhere dense free submonoid of A* not necessarily have to be an equality set of some morphisms g and h. Take as an
example (An)* for any fixed even n, It is closed (and also open) subset of
A*. Let us fïx a word u£(An)* of an odd length. Now let us consider a
séquence w*!for keN. Because the number 2 is a prime element in a ring Z it
follows that i/'$(An)*. Using once again the idea of the proof of Theorem
we come to the conclusion that (An)* is nowhere dense. If g and h are
morphisms such that Bq(g, h) = (An)* then for any aeA g(an) = h(an). This
implies g(a) = h(a) and consequently g = h, a contradiction.
Finishing our considérations let us formulate the conclusion from Theorem
regarding fixed points of a morphism defined on free monoid.
Let h : A* ^> A* be any morphism and e : A* -> A* dénotes an identity on
A*. Of course
Eq(A, é) =
Hence from Theorem we can dérive the following.
COROLLARY: Let A* be a free monoid endowed with thefinite group topology
x (p-adic topology xp) and h: A* -• A* any morphism, but no an identity e.
Then the set Fph of fixed points h is nowhere dense.
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